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Linear Alkylbenzene (LAB) 
SPOT PRICES 

Click for Price History   Price Range  Four weeks ago 
FOB India  USD/MT n/c 1800-1850 n/c 1800-1850 
FOB NE Asia USD/MT +50 1850-1890 n/c 1900-1950 
FOB Middle East USD/MT n/c 1830-1850 n/c 1880-1920 
CFR SE Asia  USD/MT n/c 1820-1900 +30 1900-1950 
CFR India  USD/MT -20 1800-1850 n/c 1900-1940 
NOTE: for full details on the criteria ICIS pricing uses in making these price assessments visit www.icispricing.com and click 
on “methodology”. 

 
The deltas in the Linear Alkyl Benzene & Sulphonate (Asia/Middle East) weekly report dated 8 January 2014 reflect changes 
from 18 December as 25 December and 1 January were both non-publishing days. For more information, please check the 
publishing schedule at www.icispricing.com. 
Northeast and southeast Asia LAB prices stable-to-firm amid higher offers 
Prices of linear alkyl benzene (LAB) in Asia were assessed as mixed, with numbers being stable-to-firm in northeast and southeast 
Asia, and stable-to-soft in India. 
Sellers in northeast Asia largely kept their offers firm because of recent increases in feedstock benzene and jet kerosene prices. 
Although there were no deals heard, customers were heard increasing their buying ideas in order to negotiate cargoes. 
Prices in the Middle East remained stable, amid thin trade. However import prices in India softened at the lower end of the published 
price range amid subdued demand and over supply from local producers and suppliers from abroad. Buyers were heard to hold 
sufficient stocks for January. 
Suppliers said they were hoping customers would start stockpiling material again from mid-January. However some players said 
demand - and with it prices - may decrease in the run-up to the Lunar New Year in China, which starts at the end of January. They 
added that when demand is lower in China because of a week-long holiday, there will be more supply for the rest of Asia. 
India 
Trade in India was assessed as stable-to-soft amid low demand but ample supply. 
Market participants described demand as subdued amid ample supply from abroad and domestically, with buyers resisting the 
stockpile of material because of low downstream demand. According to a buyer, downstream detergent makers still had difficulties 
passing on their costs to consumers. Market participants said trade is expected to pick up again the following week. 
A buyer said it received offers at $1,840-1,850/tonne CFR India but added that prices around or below $1,800/tonne CFR India would 
be acceptable as Indian buyers were reluctant to stock up material at the moment because of low downstream demand. 
A supplier was negotiating material at $1,800-1,850/tonne CFR India, but expected a clearer market outlook towards the end of the 
week. 
According to a trader outside India, Indian customers expressed buying ideas at $1,780-1,790/tonne CFR India, but those prices were 
not accepted by Middle Eastern producers. However the information could not be verified with the producers. 
A buyer said it has not received any offers yet from suppliers, adding that its buying ideas would hover around $1,800/tonne CFR India 
for January shipment. 
A seller said it has not made any firm offers yet but expected to increase prices by $60-65/tonne to the published price range because 
of higher raw material costs. 
A trader said it was sold out for January and expressed selling ideas of $1,860-1,880/tonne CFR India. It added that it heard buying 
ideas at $1,780-1,790/tonne CFR India. However it said that it would not accept any bids below $1,830-1,840/tonne CFR India for 
January shipment. 
Offers from Middle Eastern suppliers were heard at $1,830-1,840/tonne CFR India and at $1,810-1,820/tonne CFR Karachi. However 
the information could not be confirmed with the suppliers. 
Offers from Chinese suppliers were heard at $1,810/tonne CFR India/Pakistan in flexi containers (not assessed). 
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A buyer said it purchased material at $1,810/tonne CFR Karachi mid-January shipment. 
Indian suppliers were heard offering their material at $1,830/tonne CFR Karachi. 
Discussions on an FOB India basis were limited amid thin trade. 
The Indian domestic price was heard at Indian rupees (Rs) 134/kg ex-tank. A market participant said it expected prices to increase by 
Rs4/kg in the following weeks. 
Northeast Asia 
Prices in the northeast Asian market were assessed as stable-to-firm amid higher selling ideas. 
Buyers said they still had sufficient inventories but would start buying material from the following week. Downstream end-users were 
said to be on the sidelines as well, leading to less buying appetite from LAB buyers. However supplier said they had to increase their 
offers because of recent price hikes of raw material. 
A buyer said it received offers at $1,900-1,920/tonne FOB NE Asia but expressed buying ideas at less than $1,850/tonne FOB NE 
Asia. The buyer added that with such a big price gap between sellers and buyers it was hard to negotiate cargoes at the moment. 
A separate buyer said it received an offer at $1,900/tonne FOB NE Asia, adding that it increased by $10-20/tonne because of 
increased raw material costs. However it expressed buying ideas at $1,850/tonne FOB NE Asia. 
A northeast Asian supplier was offering its material to SE Asian countries at $1,850-1,870/tonne FOB NE Asia and was hoping to 
conclude a deal at $1,860/FOB NE Asia. 
  
Middle East 
Trade in the Middle East remained stable, amid thin trade. 
A buyer said the market was still slow in January. It received offers at $1,900 CFR Saudi Arabia ($1,870/tonne FOB Mideast) but 
expressed buying ideas at $1,860-1,880/tonne CFR Saudi Arabia (1,830-1,850/tonne FOB Mideast) for January shipment. 
  
Southeast Asia 
Prices in southeast Asian markets were assessed as stable-to-firm amid higher selling ideas. Offers varied according to suppliers' 
positions. 
A supplier said customers bought some material at $1,850-1,900/tonne CFR SE Asia for January shipment. 
A northeast Asian seller said it was struggling because of high raw material costs, adding that it had to offer at $1,900-1,920/tonne CFR 
SE Asia for January shipment in order to compensate for the high costs. The seller said it heard buying ideas at $1,880/tonne CFR SE 
Asia but was hoping to conclude deal at $1,910/tonne CFR SE Asia. 
A seller was offering its material at $1,880-1,900/tonne CFR SE Asia for January shipment. The seller said that buyers were slowly 
returning from their new holiday season and expected buying ideas at $1,860-1,870/tonne CFR SE Asia for January shipment. 
A trader said that it heard offers at $1,880/tonne CFR SE Asia but customers were heard expressing buying ideas yet at $1,800-
1,850/tonne CFR SE Asia. 
A northeast Asian seller was offering its material in flexi containers (not assessed) at $1,800-1,820/tonne CFR SE Asia for January 
shipment. 

 
 

Linear Alkylbenzene Sulphonate (LAS) 
SPOT PRICES 

Click for Price History   Price Range  Four weeks ago 
FOB India  USD/MT n/c 1540-1550 n/c 1600-1620 
FOB NE Asia USD/MT +20 1550-1580 n/c 1620-1640 
CFR SE Asia  USD/MT +10 1550-1600 +10 1620-1640 
 
Southeast Asia LAS prices firm amid higher buy-sell ideas 
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Linear alkylbenzene sulphonate (LAS) prices were stable amid decreased market activity in India, but increased by $10-20/tonne in 
northeast and southeast Asia. Suppliers said they had to increase their offers because of higher feedstock LAB and other raw material 
costs. 
A producer was offering cargoes at $1,580-1,600/tonne FOB NE Asia, but was met with buying ideas at $1,550-1,570/tonne FOB NE 
Asia. The producer added that even with its current offers its margin remains squeezed. 
A trader said it heard price discussions taking place at $1,580-1,600/tonne FOB NE Asia. The trader added that it heard of selling ideas 
at $1,610-1,620/tonne CFR SE Asia but buying ideas at $1,560/tonne CFR SE Asia. 
A northeast Asian seller said it was trying to increase its LAS offers but was met with reluctance from buyers. Consequently it offered 
its material at $1,550-1,580/tonne FOB NE Asia and was waiting for reactions from buyers. 
A South Korean seller said it concluded a deal for small quantities at $1,550-1,580/tonne FOB NE Asia, but the information could not 
be verified with buyers. The seller added that it was offering new cargoes at $1,550-1,580/tonne FOB NE Asia for January shipment as 
well, but was met with new buying ideas of $1,500/tonne FOB NE Asia. 
A seller said it was offering its material at $1,560-1,580/tonne FOB NE Asia ($1,610-1,630/tonne CFR SE Asia) for January shipment. 
The seller added that it was trying to increase this price but noticed that customers would not absorb any price increase as they still 
had sufficient inventory for this month. The seller did not receive any buying ideas but heard other customers’ buying ideas at $50-
60/tonne below its offer price. 
Offers from China were heard at $1,570/tonne CFR Karachi and from Korea at $1,590/tonne CFR India/Pakistan. According to a trader 
few deals were reported at these price levels. However the information could not be confirmed with other market participants. 
A Middle eastern supplier was offering its material to customers in the region and North Africa at $1,650/tonne FOB Mideast, but was 
met with buying ideas at $1,600/tonne FOB Mideast. 
Feedstock 
Benzene prices in Asia were assessed at $1,343-1,347/tonne FOB Korea on 8 January. 
Asian jet kerosene prices were assessed at $121.82-122.22/bbl FOB Singapore. CFR Japan prices were at $123.12-123.52/bbl on 7 
January. 
N-paraffin prices were assessed at $1,400-1,430/tonne CFR Asia in the week ended 8 January. 
Prices of 180 cst fuel oil fuel were at $604.875-605.375/tonne FOB Singapore, down by $2 from the previous session on 7 January. 
 
 
Pricing information from ICIS is also available via the Dashboard service.   
The ICIS Dashboard is a platform that enables you to see pricing, news and analysis in a single screen. 
Visit http://www.icis.com/moreondashboard to find out more. 
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